ZINE CLUB

BY: UCSB Library

+ RCSGD
WELCOME!

ZINE MAKING CLUB is a space for folks to be creative and contribute to a community zine made by participants.

Here’s what you need to know:
In this session, we will:

- explain the process of contributing to the Quaranzine
- cover tools to make your e-zines
- talk about taking good photos of your physical pages (if you go that route) and how to upload for inclusion in the zine
- explain how to request zine making supplies from the RCSGD
- show where to find digital collections for inspo or reading
Zines (pronounced “zeens”) are
• do-it-yourself publications, made from collections of images and text, and distributed by the creator or zinester themselves.
• created out of love, not for profit, and are focused on a wide array of topics.
Some types of zines are perzines (personal narrative zines), collaborative zines (with multiple zinesters/contributors), and fanzines (zines about a specific band, show, artist, scene, or creator).
THEME: QUARANZINE

Make some zine pages to contribute to a group zine! Everyone is welcome to contribute to the group zine.

Step 1: decide if you will make your zine online or on paper.
Step 2: decorate it (whatever that means to you!, make it YOURS <3)
Step 3: submit your zine pages using the link on RCSGD’s website.
ZINE MAKING TOOLS

ONLINE EDITORS

Glimpse (open source image editor)
Scribus (open source desktop publishing program)
*Canva (digital flyer/magazine maker)*
  • ½ size zine page template
Google Draw (available in Drive)
Adobe Scan app (scan physical zine and upload online)
SUPPLIES TO DIY WITH PHYSICAL MATERIALS

- Scissors
- Pens + markers + pencils
- Colorful tape
- Pictures + stickers + magazines + paper
- Pressed flowers
- Glue
- Stapler
- Your imagination!!

Your stories here!!!

Request a Zine Kit Here!
you can use any materials you want!

submission deadline: June 15

all info at: https://bit.ly/ucsbzinemaking
Submissions will be accepted on a rolling basis, and the next issue of Zine Club Zine will be published to the RCSGD website by June 15.
Zine examples:
DIGITAL ZINE COLLECTIONS

SOLIDARITY ZINE LIBRARY
QUEER ZINE ARCHIVE PROJECT
UNTORELLI PRESS (FREE ZINES)
IMAGINE NO BORDERS (FREE PRINTABLE ZINES)
SMALL SCIENCE COLLECTIVE (SMOL SCIENCE ZINES TO PRINT)
TOLERATED INDIVIDUALITY (FREE, PRINTABLE ZINES)
ZINE DISTRO.ORG (FREE PRINTABLE ZINES)
SPROUT DISTRO (FREE PRINTABLE ZINES)
DISABILITY AND ACCESSIBILITY IN THE VISUAL ARTS
BROKEN BEAUTIFUL PRESS (FREE PRINTABLE ZINES)
YOUR TURN!!!!!
DROP IN ZINE-MAKING SESSIONS

Drop into to zine-making club every other week to share space with folx while you craft your pages.

While we will miss the face to face bonding and interactions that happens when we are creating together, we hope to create a similar environment over Zoom by holding biweekly zine-making sessions, where you all can join and chat about your zines, tools you've found to be fun, and share how you're doing.

NEXT ZINE CLUB: May 18, 6-7 pm